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Polarization spectroscopy is used to detect persistent spectral holes photochemically burned into the electronic absorption band 
of a guest molecule in an amorphous host. Tetraphenylporphin doped into a polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) matrix is studied 
as an example. The polarization technique improves the contrast ratio (increase of intensity at the hole over background) by a 
factor of more than 200. Applications to fast readout of optical memories and line-narrowing spectroscopy are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Optical hole-burning is a process by which the ho- 
mogeneous linewidth of a molecular transition within 
an inhomogeneously broadened absorption band can 
be obtained [ 1,2]. A narrow-band light source, usu- 
ally a laser, excites a small fraction of molecules 
within the inhomogeneous ensemble, namely those 
that have their homogeneous absorption line in res- 
onance with this laser. When these molecules do not 
return to the ground state, either due to a photo- 
chemical reaction or due to a long-lived bottleneck 
state [D-5], the absorption spectrum of the sample 
displays a narrow hole centered at the frequency of 
the hole-burning laser. 

The spectrum of those molecules that have been 
removed from the inhomogeneous ensemble via hole- 
burning may be obtained by measuring the absorp- 
tion spectrum of the sample before and after hole- 
burning, and calculating the difference. Since this is 
the small difference of two large quantities, very-high 
accuracy is required in the measurement of the two 
absorption spectra to obtain a modest signal-to-noise 
ratio for the line-narrowed difference spectrum. 
Clearly it would be of great advantage to have a 
background-free method that directly measures the 
difference spectrum. 

The hole-burning process selects not only mole- 

cules with a particular transition frequency, but also 
with a particular orientation of the transition dipole 
moment. Hence a hole is produced not only in the 
spectral inhomogeneous distribution function, but 
also in the orientational distribution function. As a 
result, an isotropic sample will become anisotropic 
for light with frequency close to the spectral hole. A 
detection technique that specifically responds to this 
anisotropy but gives no signal with an isotropic sam- 
ple will hence provide a background-free method to 
detect spectral holes. 

One such method, developed mainly by Wild and 
co-workers [ 6,7], makes use of an anisotropy in the 
form of a volume grating produced through hole- 
burning with two overlapping coherent beams. For 
the detection of the holes, one of these beams is 
blocked and the other attenuated and used as a probe 
beam. When a hole is to be measured at a frequency 
different from the hole-burning frequency, the angle 
of incidence of the probe beam must be chosen ac- 
cording to the Bragg condition. Hence this method 
is not convenient for the study of satellite holes. 

An alternative method is to use polarization spec- 
troscopy. This technique is usually applied to gas- 
eous samples with transient holes produced through 
saturation [ 8,9]. However, applications to crystal- 
line samples have also been reported [ lo,11 1. In the 
present article we explore the applicability of this 
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technique to the study of persistent spectral holes in 
amorphous solids. As an example we have chosen 
tetraphenylporphin doped into a polymethylmetha- 
crylate (PMMA) matrix. 

2. Theory 

We consider a hole-burning experiment in the 
spectral region of an inhomogeneously broadened 
absorption band corresponding to a single molecular 
transition. A particular molecule within the inhomo- 
geneous ensemble is characterized by the center fre- 
quency cr), of its homogeneous absorption line, and 
its orientation with respect to the laboratory frame, 
measured by the set of Euler angles a= {CX, /3, y }. The 
resonant contribution of the molecular transition 
under consideration to the polarizability can be writ- 
ten in the form: 

a(G, w-wJ=cr(o-o,)e,@e,, (1) 

where eN is a unit vector in the direction of the mo- 
lecular transition moment, and the symbol @ de- 
notes a tensorial product. The complex line-shape 
function cu( w - ~9) has a contribution from the zero- 
phonon transition and from the phonon sideband. 
The former contribution is 

(Y,(w--wo)= P2f 
fz(o--coo-ir) . (2) 

In this expression ,U is the transition dipole moment, 
r is half the homogeneous linewidth, and f is the 
Debye-Waller factor. The absorption cross section o 
is related to the polarizability a through 

o(Q w--w0)= %Im(a(Q, o--09)), (3) 

where c is the speed of light and n the refractive in- 
dex of the sample. The inhomogeneous distribution 
is modelled by a distribution function N( 52, wo) giv- 
ing the density of molecules with orientation B and 
center frequency a,-,. The distribution function be- 
fore hole-burning, N,(o,), is assumed to be iso- 
tropic. Photochemical hole-burning with light of 
frequency wB, polarization eB, and fluence F will 
produce a change in the distribution function of 

WQ, wo) =No(wo) 

x {eXp[ - @FeBa(12, aB -uo)eB] -I}, (4) 

where 0 is the quantum yield of photochemical re- 
action The change in the susceptibility of the sample 
due to hole-burning is 

This change in susceptibility will alter the propaga- 
tion properties of the sample for a probe-light beam. 
For the isotropic sample before hole-burning the 
electric field of a probe beam with polarization di- 
rection ep propagating in the e, direction can be 
written 

E=e&exp[ -i(wt-Kz)], 

K=~mig, (6) 

where ~9 is the susceptibility of the sample before 
hole-burning. Due to the imaginary part of x0 the 
length of the wave vector K is complex, K=kt ia, 
where k=wnlc is the length of the usual wave vec- 
tor, and a is half the linear absorption coefficient of 
the sample. A small change Ax in the susceptibility 
will result in a small change AZ? in the probe field 
amplitude. The solution of Maxwell’s equation by 
perturbation theory yields for AI? 

where L is the sample thickness. The intensity IA 
measured through an analyzing polarizer with po- 
larization direction eA is 

where Zp is the intensity of the probe beam before it 
enters the sample. Hence, a background-free hole- 
burning spectrum can be obtained when e, is per- 
pendicular to ep, The condition is that neither ep nor 
eA mU5t be an eigenVeCtOr of Ax. Since Ax is axially 
symmetric around the polarization vector eB of the 
light used for hole-burning, this condition is fulfilled 
when cp is neither parallel nor perpendicular to eB. 
For small photochemical turnover eq. ( 3 ) can be ex- 
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panded and only the ten-n linear in F retained. In this 
case eq. (4) leads to 

e,AXe, = - @FGH(w, WS), (9) 

with 

G= I 

H(w WB) = s dwo Mwo) 4oe-mo) a(w-m~). 

(10) 
Hence, with e, perpendicular to ep, the lineshape of 
the hole is 1 H( w, oB) 1 2 and its amplitude increases 
with F2. The maximum signal is expected when ep 
is inclined by n/4 with respect to en. The correspond- 
ing lineshape measured by the usual technique with- 
out polarizers is proportional to Im( H( w, O-Q), and 
its amplitude increases linearly with the fluence F. 

3. Experimental 

Meso-tetraphenylporphin was obtained from EGA- 
Chemie and used without further purification. Stock 
solutions of tetraphenylporphin in chloroform with 
concentrations between 10S3 and 10S4 M were pre- 
pared containing 2.5 g polymethylmethacrylate 

(PMMA, Elvacit 2000 from DuPont) in 10 ml. Films 
were produced by casting s 1 ml solution onto a 25 
mm diameter sapphire substrate and evaporation of 
the solvent. Typical films had a thickness of 200-350 
pm and an optical density between 0.4 and 1.1 in the 
wavelength range of the electronic origin of tetra- 
phenylporphin (6455 A). 

The experimental apparatus is shown schemati- 
cally in fig. 1. The sapphire substrate covered with 
the sample film was mounted on the cold finger of 
a refrigerator cryostat (Leybold ROIL 10-300) and 
cooled to 10 K. A pulsed dye laser (Lambda Physik 
FL 2002) pumped by a XeCl excimer laser (Lambda 
Physik EMG 10 1) was used for burning and detec- 
tion of the spectral holes. The dye laser output was 
partially polarized ( z 20: 1). Part of the dye laser 
beam was split off and used as a reference beam to 
monitor the fluctuations in the dye laser output. The 
main beam was directed through the cryostat and the 
sample placed between two Glan prism polarizers. A 
double Fresnel rhombus acting as an achromatic half- 
wave plate was used to rotate the plane of polari- 
zation to achieve maximum transmission through the 
polarizer Pl. Each beam was detected by a lP28 
photomultiplier mounted on the end of a 30 cm long 
tube with a 1 mm pinhole at the other end. Color 
filters with a cutoff at 5300 8, served to reduce the 
noise from residual room light. 

Sapphire is a birefiingent material, and our sub- 

Pl burning 

probing 

DYE LASER, 

Dl FND L I 
-- A 

D2 F L P2 C PI A12 ND 

Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus. A, aperture; BS, beam splitter; D, detector (lP28 photomultiplier); F, color filter (Schott GG 530, 3 
mm); C, cryostat; L, lens; M, mirror, ND, neutral density filter; P, Glan polarizer. 
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strates had random orientation of the optical axis. 
Hence the polarizer Pl must be oriented in such a 
way that the beam passes the sapphire as a purely 
ordinary or purely extraordinary ray. This orienta- 
tion was found by successive rotation of both polar- 
izers to achieve minimum transmission. In this way 
an extinction of 3.5 x 10m5 before hole-burning could 
be attained. For hole-burning the polarizer PI was 
turned 45 ’ and the neutral density filters removed. 
The laser pulses had an average fluence of 35 uJ/cm2 
illuminating an area of x 3 mm diameter deter- 
mined by the size of the aperture A. For probing the 
polarizer P 1 was rotated back to its original position, 
and the laser attenuated by a factor of approximately 
104. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Comparison of crossed-polarizer and parallel- 
polarizer conjigurations 

Fig. 2 shows the transmission spectrum of a hole 
burned into the electronic origin band of tetraphen- 

15s50 75575 15600 
Wavenumbers / cm-’ 

Fig. 2. Lineshape of a hole burned into the electronic origin band 
of tetraphenylporphin in a PMMA matrix, The intensity of the 
transmitted light is measured in arbitrary units. (a) Polarizers 
P 1 and P2 parallel, (b) polarizers PI and P2 perpendicular. 

ylporphin in PMMA matrix at 10 K. Curve (a) was 
obtained with #?A (P2) parallel to ep (Pl ), where 
curve (b) was obtained with crossed polarizers. The 
probe laser had shot-to-shot fluctuations of approx- 
imately 1096, which is of the same order of magni- 
tude as the increase in transmission at the center of 
the hole. (The sample had an optical density of 0.75, 
and the change in optical density due to hole-bum- 
ing was approximately 0.04.) Hence curve (a) is very 
noisy; the hole is hardly visible and might even be 
overlooked. On the other hand, the spectrum ob- 
tained with crossed polarizers is well resolved and 
practically unaffected by noise. We can define a con- 
trast ratio as the ratio of the increase in transmitted 
light intensity at the center of the hole to the back- 
ground intensity. This ratio is eO.13 for curve (a) 
and x 27 for curve (b). Hence the use of the crossed- 
polarizer configuration increased the contrast ratio 
by a factor of more than 200. The background in 
curve (b) is largely due to residual strain birefiin- 
gence in the cryostat windows and the sapphire sub- 
strate. These contributions could be reduced through 
careful selection of strain-free materials, or compen- 
sated with a Soleil-Babinet compensator. Thus an 
even greater contrast ratio should be possible. In the 
vicinity of a zero-phonon hole the lower limit for the 
background level will be given by the anisotropy pro- 
duced through hole-burning into the phonon 
sideband. 

The noise level in the measurement of the probe 
light intensity could be greatly reduced through the 
use of cw light sources and detection with photon- 
counting or lock-in techniques. However, this would 
improve both curves (a) and (b) to the same extent. 
The results of three hole-burning series performed 
with increasing laser fluence at different wavelengths 
within the electronic origin band of tetraphenylpor- 
phin in a PMMA matrix are shown in fig, 3. The 
symbols represent the experimental data, whereas the 
full lines indicate the quadratic dependence pre- 
dicted by the theory for small photochemical tum- 
over. The ideal quadratic behavior is well observed 
up to approximately 200 accumulated laser shots 
corresponding to a fluence of x 7 mJlcm2. For higher 
fluences saturation sets in. In the spectra this satu- 
ration is apparent from the growth of the phonon- 
sideband hole relative to the zero-phonon hole. It 
should be mentioned that at 10 K, the lowest tem- 
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Fig. 3. Growth of the hole area (in arbitrary units) with laser 
fluence, measured using the crossed-polarizer technique. The 
various symbols correspond to experiments at different wave- 
lengths and with different samples. The full lines indicate the the- 
oretical quadratic relation 

perature accessible with our present apparatus, the 
homogeneous linewidth of the electronic origin of te- 
traphenylporphin is still dominated by pure dephas- 
ing. At lower temperatures, and with narrow-band 
&erg, saturation should be reached with much 
snjaller fluences. 

4.2. Optical storage application 

The detection of spectral holes through crossed 
polarizers could be useful for the readout of optical 
data storage devices. As a simulation of such an op- 
tical memory a bit pattern ( 10 111) was burned into 
the rising edge of the electronic origin band of te- 
traphenylporphin in PMMA. Fig. 4 shows the trans- 
mission spectrum of this sample measured with 
parallel polarizers (upper part) and between crossed 
polarizers (lower part). With detection through par- 
allel polarizers, measurement of the transmitted light 
intensity at a single frequency is not sufficient to dis- 
tinguish a “1” (hole) from a “0”. The reason is that 

01 
75500 15540 15580 75620 

Wavenumbers / cm-’ 
Fig. 4. Optical storage application of the crossed-polarizer tech- 
nique. A bit pattern (1011 I ) was burned into the long wave- 
length side of the electronic origin band of tetraphenylporphin in 
a PMMA matrix. Upper part: transmission spectrum of the sam- 
ple measured with parallel polarizers, lower part: transmission 
spectrum measured with crossed polarizers. 

a hole leads only to a small increase of transmitted 
light intensity which is much smaller than the inten- 
sity variation across the absorption band. Hence no 
threshold light level for discrimination exists, and at 
least two measurements at slightly different frequen- 
cies are needed to determine the value of a particular 
bit. When this is done with modulation techniques, 
a minimum time of the order of a few cycles of the 
modulation are required. However, when the read- 
out is performed through crossed polarizers, a “1” 
corresponds to a high light level, whereas a “0” is 
essentially dark. A threshold light level could be eas- 
ily defined within the region indicated through shad- 
ing in the lower part of fig. 4. Hence readout of a 
particular bit in the memory requires only a single 
light pulse which could be as short as a few picosec- 
onds. Of course, the spectral width of these read 
pulses would put an upper limit to the spectral den- 
sity of holes, and hence to the storage density of such 
a device. The holes in fig. 4 have a width of 2.5 cm- ’ 
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determined by the bandwidth of the dye laser used 
for hole-burning and probing. This spectral width 
would be closely matched by the spectral width of a 
Gaussian light pulse of 6 ps duration. A laser with a 
lower bandwidth, e.g. 0.1 cm-‘, would allow storage 
of more than 1 O4 bits within the inhomogeneous band 
of the electronic origin of tetraphenylporphin which 
could each be read in 150 ps. In tig. 4, the holes have 
been burned up to the beginning of saturation in or- 
der to render them more visible in the parallel-po- 
larizer configuration. This led to a contribution to 
the background from phonon sidebands, which would 
be considerably reduced if lower fluences were used 
for hole-burning. 

4.3. Application to line-narrowing spectroscopy 

The photochemical hole-burning process removes 
molecules with a molecular transition in resonance 
with the excitation laser from the inhomogeneous 
ensemble. So far we have only considered the change 
in susceptibility that arises from the contribution of 
this molecular transition to the polarizability of the 
removed molecules. However, the polarizabilities of 
the removed molecules have resonances for all mo- 
leculartransitions, and hence a satellite hole should 
appear for each molecular transition with sufficient 
oscillator strength. Whereas the linewidth of the res- 
onant holes is determined by the inverse Tz relaxa- 
tion time of the molecular level, the linewidth of a 
non-resonant satellite hole contains an additional 
contribution determined by the degree of correlation 
between the inhomogeneous distributions of the 
burned and the probed molecular transition. For vi- 
brational levels of the same electronic state the in- 
homogeneous distributions are usually strongly 
correlated and hence narrow satellite holes are ex- 
pected. In such cases a measurement of the satellite 
holes will yield a line-narrowed spectrum of a small 
subset of the guest molecules in the amorphous sur- 
roundings. When hole-burning is performed in the 
UStXtl way with parallel polarization of ep and eA, this 
line-narrowed spectrum will be the difference of the 
absorption spectra taken before and after hole-bum- 
ing. This change in absorption is very small, usually 
less than 196, and hence the measurement of a line- 
narrowed spectrum suffers from the usual problems 
associated with the measurement of the small dif- 
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Fig. 5. Lineshape of a resonant hole (a) and a satellite hole (b) 
both observed within the inhomogeneous bandwidth of the elec- 
tronic origin of tetraphenylporphin in a PMMA matrix. The res- 
onant hole (a) was burned at 15556 cm-’ into the electronic 
origin band, the satellite hole was burned at 17085 cm-’ into a 
vibronic band and is observed at 15578 cm-‘. 

ference of large quantities. In the crossed-polarizer 
configuration, however, this line-narrowed spectrum 
can be obtained directly in a single scan. Fig. 5 shows 
a scan displaying two holes in the region of the elec- 
tronic origin band of tetraphenylporphin in PMMA 
matrix. Curve (b) is a non-resonant satellite hole. It 
was burned at 17085 cm-’ into a vibrational level 
of the same electronic state, and it is found here with 
a peak at 15578 cm-‘. The shift between the hole- 
burning frequency and the center frequency of the 
non-resonant hole is 1507 cm- ’ in good agreement 
with the frequency shift of 1505 cm- ’ of an intense 
vibronic line found in the fluorescence excitation 
spectrum of tetraphenylporphin in a Shpolskii ma- 
trix [ 121. Curve (a) in fig. 5 is a resonant hole burned 
at 15556 cm-’ for comparison. The width of the non- 
resonant hole is only 6 cm-’ compared to the 300 
cm-’ wide inhomogeneous bandwidth, demonstrat- 
ing the line-narrowing effect. The resonant hole is 
even narrower with a width of 2.5 cm-‘, which is 
mainly due to the linewidth of our laser. ‘The ob- 
served difference in linewidth for the two holes could 
reflect a small deviation from perfect correlation of 
the two levels, but is more probably due to the shorter 
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lifetime of the vibronic state. If we interpret the res- 
onant hole as the response function of our apparatus, 
the deconvoluted linewidth of the non-resonant’hole 
is 5.5 cm- ’ corresponding to a lower limit to the life- 
time of 1 ps. A discussion of line-narrowed spectra 
together with a more comprehensive theoretical 
treatment of the satellite hole phenomenon will be 
given elsewhere. 

5. Conclusions 

The sensitivity of the detection of optical holes 
burned into inhomogeneously broadened absorption 
bands can be greatly increased through employment 
of polarization spectroscopy. In the example pre- 
sented here - tetraphenylporphin in a PMMA ma- 
trix - persistent photochemical holes have been 
studied, but the method should also be applicable to 
photophysical or transient holes. 

Much higher sensitivity than that demonstrated 
here should be possible with some straightforward 
improvements of the apparatus, e.g. through: 

(i) using a cw light source for scanning the holes; 
(ii) using photon-counting techniques or optical 

multichannel detection; 
(iii) selecting strain-free window materials or 

compensation of strain birefringence with a Soleil- 
Babinet compensator; 

(iv) placing the sample directly into liquid he- 
lium, thus avoiding the sapphire substrate. 
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